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ENGLISH TRANSCRIPTION 

 
Dual Presence - Physicality - with Rest of Universe - Soul 
 
(:06). .. we try to answer some questions as we haven't done in several months.  And 

teaching about what we have taught, about the new emotions, even though we are aware 

of the words, but not the mechanism and what it means for us in the coming time when 

we become the traveler of the space, or we understand more about the function of our 

souls, that we use 2 ways of the, what we call interaction, 1 through our physical 

dimension, in the presence of where we are manifesting ourselves physically, and 

one in the direction to be in touch with the rest of the creation in the U. These kind 

of what we call dual presence is part of our lives, but we have ignored up to now.  

 

Dream is Really Soul Travel 

 

They have been with us, we know some of it, .. most of it, but we could never separate 

it. While we sleep we dream and we travel everywhere, and we speak, and we 

position ourselves, we make ourselves present in places, but we never knew how. 

We called it a dream, or something we don't know. Now we know, now we understand 

human beings are made of 2 parts the physical part,  (:08). and the operation with the 

rest of the U, what we call the soul.  

 

Learning to Understand and Choose Physicality or Soul or Both 

 

In the coming time we will choose which way we travel. In time we will choose, and 

we'll be fully aware that we have existence in the physical dimension if we want to, but 

at the same time, and we cannot break that link, we are contact, in touch, we listen, 

we talk to, we present ourselves, in the soul level, which is the creator of us, which is 

the creator of it, is the U. So as I always said, from the beginning of the teachings, the 

physical body of the man is a leech on the STM. Now we understand more. Now when 

we teach is to bring the leech and the home together, to understand each other, that 

for us becomes a natural process for which dimension we would like to be. In a way, we 

decide to be physically here, but on the other hand we listen to what is happening in the 

soul level with the others who are not physically here, but they are in touch with us. 

Sometimes we've seen our reactions, we try to cross the road, and somebody pulls us 

back from the road, where the soul says, don't go, there is going to be a problem, I know 

the driver is coming fast, or something is about to happen, and we see it happens. 

Because now we understand, we have to accept, .. how we would like to live. If decide 

to live in the dimension of physicality, physicality has its own dimension and strength, 

we travel with plane, spaceship, we travel to part of the others in a physical dimension, 

to tangible, and with we live that life, but sometimes, it's too time consuming, it's not 

leisure time. It's time to be somewhere, to do something,  (:10). and we have to 

accommodate fast .. systems, that we can listen, that we can be in the presence of 

somewhere, and we don't want to waste thousands of years in the board of a 

spaceship to go somewhere. But we choose to travel in soul, but in that level we still 

need to understand more about what the dimension of physicality. I made man in 



the image of myself, which is the soul, I have emotion, I can listen, I can talk. I can 

communicate, be present, position myself, and so it's the physicality. This is what we 

have to learn, and this is what all these teachings are about. We choose, now we are 

getting knowledgeable to be able to choose. To be in the presence and time, or to be in 

soul, in presence and time, the true physicality, and the soul, which is the energy of the 

creator of it, we dictate.  

 

Neutron can be Alone or Split Itself to be Proton and Electron 

 

It's very much like a neutron. I want to be alone and be in direction, or I want to 

speak to split to be a proton and electron, and have 2 dimensions, but we are all 

connected to each other. In a way, we never see the proton as such in the world of 

nuclear physics, we all see the motion of the white spot, which is the electron, which 

runs around the proton to confirming its existence, and then through that the existence 

of other things. .. the knowledge of the man has reached that point, now we try to 

explain it for the man to understand the difference, for man to become aware of his own 

totality, and not part of, and be blind to the other, as it has been to now. (:12).  

 

It Only Takes One Soul to Change the Rest  - 21st March 

 

So as we started the teaching this way in the past few weeks since the 21st of October, 

we build it up to 21st of March, and then the 21st of March, steps will be taken and we'll 

be showing more and more. It will be a new cycle of life, a new understanding, maybe 

by that time we create a condition of inception of man's total life in the dimension of 

physicality and soul to become one. We set the scene, we start the process, and with it, 

as I always said, it needs one soul to change the rest, and that soul will take shape 

from that point on, to make totality of one, to become the example, and to be set 

the scene of the creation. But that soul needs pure love, in a way pure love in giving 

and pure love in receiving. It cannot share and it cannot be shared. It ?? will be 

totality, it's part of all, and all part of it.  

 

Transparency - No Lying - Hiding  - In Line with Soul  

 

In so many ways, life will become very much clearer, there will no place to lie, to 

deceive, to cover up, because what physicality does has to be in line with what the 

soul does, with what everybody else is. It cannot be covered behind 4 walls, curtains, 

and veils, it will be open and transparent. And the faster we get to that point to 

understand this, the sooner man will see.  .. you cannot lie, and cheat, and this is what I 

said recently, and it will be open to all. So man will change  (:14). In so many ways, 

man matures, human race matures to understand the totality of the creation. In so 

many ways, the teachings are heading you that way. Knowing that you are all present, 

knowing that you carry all the knowledge,  .. that you can see. In the second part of 

the teaching today, we'll teach about vision. ..  observation, and emotion of vision, 

emotion of seeing, is something that man has to get used to, and this will create a lot of 

new understanding for mankind …   I even said, the members of the UC will be known 

by the light of their soul, in a way, their vision and direction of the light, not in ?? of the 

shape of the man. It become good in the second part, but what I would like to know if 

there are any questions specifically on this line, not anything else. that anyone wants to 

know otherwise we'll go back to teaching.  (:16).   

 



Questions: 

 

Suicide is Universal Sin - Euthanasia prevents maturity of soul 

 

Q:  .. your teachings awhile back, you talked about suicide as a universal sin. Now I 

have talked to a number of people,  because a lot  .. One thing that is legal here in 

Canada is assisted suicide, they can choose the end of life, and it is legal. It's basically 

for people who are terminally ill, with no hope. This is resting on my soul, knowing 

with what you have given, and the information that suicide is a universal sin, so how 

does this follow into that … we have plans for EU that will help people with that.     ? 

K- If I am correct you are a nurse. There are 2 ways to look at it, this what we call 

euthanasia,  (:18). with permission of government does not give the right to the 

physical structure of euthanasia by the man himself. Just because it has been put in 

the legal papers, there are no legal papers and governments in the U, and not for the 

STM. This is something that man has to come to terms with, and bring all dimensions to 

the point of acceptance.  

 

Euthanasia Not Necessary as we can Merge STP into STM 

  

The reality is that all of us in the dimension of physicality, we will leave the physical 

dimension by choice, by accident, now knowing that we can extend it, or change it, 

and appear when we need. This will give a new dimension of existence to man. In a 

way, up to now we have to suffer within this physical body, from now we don't 

need to. We have the knowledge, and we are gaining the knowledge, and we are 

producing structures and systems, that allows you to bring the energy of physicality into 

the soul, and then re-manifest yourself, in a dimension, position, and time as you 

choose. But does it mean if you are paraplegic with a disease in a physical body of the 

man, when you interact through your soul and manifest yourself in a different 

dimension, will it carry the same diseases as in the other position. In reality, no.  So, we 

don't see euthanasia in any shape or form acceptable, as man now has the 

knowledge to be able to do what we call elevation of the soul, which brings in the 

dimension of physicality within it, and then can manifest itself in a perfect 

condition, if he feels so.  (:20).  

 

Balance Books of STP - Not as Escape or Shortcut 

But the reality is, when man does such a thing its book, the book of STP has to be 

clean and clear, and not a way to escape. Not a way to hide, or find a short cut, that 

will not happen. You've got to realize those who we call them, in Coma , or any other 

diseases in the physical dimension they still have a STP which works in perfect shape 

and operation. It's interaction with its environment, gives this effect, so in reality the 

STP has to be in line with the STM, that it can reconstruct itself to the perfection. Does 

it mean you can come back cured, without any diseases? That is possible. Depends 

what the STM decides, and what perfection the STP has reached.  

 

The Elevation of the STP can Lead to Elevation of STM - Visa Versa 

 

In so many ways, just because the body of the man is entangled up with, what I call 

physical life, does not mean the STM is in the same position, and not the same with the 

STP. It has chosen out of the time and position. And with the new knowledge, there is 

no need for euthanasia, as the STP elevation can lead to the elevation of the STM, 



and visa versa. I was talking to one of the KS in the past few days in the same manner. 

The STP has the right,  (:22). to terminate its work with the physical dimension, 

but has not go the right to terminate with the STM.  

 

Aging is when the STP gives its Energies to STM  - Physicality Suffers 

 

At the point of natural death, all the energies of what we call the soul of the 

physical man, adds to the STM, which allows it to depart. When we get old as we 

talked before, we gradually transfer the STP to the STM, at the point when the balance 

reaches, then the STM field energy exceeds the physicality it can break through the 

barriers of what we call, the cage, through the circulation of the blood. That's why we 

age, that's why we grow older as I have explained before, we give more and more to the 

soul to find its freedom, and with that the physicality suffers. We call it age.  

 

Don't need to go through this Process with New Knowledge - Live thousands years 

 

With the new knowledge we don't need to go through this process, as we can elevate 

the STM, that it can, what we call elevate the STP, at the same time we can elevate the 

STP itself, that in that process physical death does not occur. We can live for 

thousands of years.  

 

Mr. Keshe Lives in the STM on Earth for Centuries  

 

This is how I have been here. This is the process of life I live through. We walk 

from one city and appear in the other, explained before. Time in life and essence and 

the demise of it, is the manmade, not the process and work of the soul. And in that 

process, we walk from one village to another without anybody knowing, as a new 

traveler.  (:24). We take position in the STM, and we live through it, and mankind 

gradually will be taught this.  

 

This Process will Start March 21st - New Soul Created out of pure love 

And as I said, from 21st of March, this process will be set to start, with the new life, 

new cycle, new way, and I keep on saying, as I said before, it takes one soul to change, 

and that soul will be created to bring that change, but it has to have the love, pure 

love, and not tainted. And that way it will be brought up as a perfect example, that the 

others will follow and live through.  

 

Half-Cooked or Incomplete Soul - Not Allowed 

 

In so many ways, euthanasia in the dimension of the soul does not exist, and when you 

commit euthanasia, or in any shape or form, suicide, the soul has not received all to be 

matured, to be able to live in its full potential in its new dimension. In a way, you let a 

soul, half cooked, not complete, and that cannot be done. That's why suicide and 

euthanasia are forbidden. It's your responsibility in the dimension of physicality to 

give all to the soul, that in that soul has a full and complete strength of its fields to 

be able to survive the U. You don't leave a soul, in a way, paraplegic again, not being 

fully completed, not being able to complete its cycle. In a way, when you commit 

suicide, or you go through this process of euthanasia you leave a soul half ready to take 

its position, and that is why it is forbidden. Everything in the dimension of soul has to 

reach its full maturity, that it can take its responsibility and its position.  (:26). We don’t 



look at euthanasia and suicide in a physical dimension, we look at what it does to the 

STM, when that soul is freed from the cage, not fully trained and it does not carry 

everything. This is why we know how long it will take, and when we die in the physical 

dimension of ?? nowadays, where in a matter of living will never happen again.  

 

Body Disintegrates when Looses Central Control - STP which leaches to STM 

 

In a way, in nuclear physics we talk about nuclear decay, nothing is lost, it is 

converted, and this is exactly the same. But in the process of the plasmatic field of 

the STM it becomes more elevated when it receives the whole of the energy of what 

we call the STP. What we will leave behind in so many ways, is the matter states, 

with each one their own soul, with no coherent field putting it together. That's why 

the man after the departure of the soul disintegrates, because it has lost its central 

control, it has lost its STP, and with it, what it was leeching to, which is the STM. If 

you could create a condition that you allow the STP to still have touch, be able to have a 

coherent interaction with the soul of the matter states, which we see as the body of the 

man, the man even in the state of death, as you call it, will be alive. Will be functioning 

to stay alive. This is the reason why we die and the body disintegrates, because it looses 

its central control, the soul, and the STP, which has given everything to the soul to 

depart. And now you have everything without the glue.  (:28).  

 

STP = Atmosphere >Physicality ; STM = Emotion ; Together Magnetosphere  

 

The glue of the physical body of the man, is the STP, and the interaction between the 

STP and the STM, which creates the emotion, what we call gravity, what we call 

magnetic field. This is what it is, you need 2 to confirm existence. Now you have the 

STP and STM in their interaction, one creates the atmosphere, which is the 

physicality of the man, and one creates gravity, which is the emotion of the man, 

and this gives dimension to the existence of what we call physical dimension. But 

when both fields are collectively collected together there is nothing to create the 

magnetosphere to hold it together, the whole structure disintegrates. That is why 

when we die, we find nothing after a while, because now the control has gone. The 

glue has itself let go. It's like being in a pressure tank, as long as the pressure is there, it 

holds everything together, the minute you release the pressure, everything explodes. 

Now the STM in dimension of physicality, STP gives all its energy to the STM, there 

is nothing to create that magnetosphere we call the body of the man. That is why 

euthanasia and suicide is forbidden. You deprive your creator from totality. In so many 

ways, with the new T you don't need to do. You need to elevate the STM, you need to 

elevate the STP of the man, and then let it to decide,  (:30). if it wants to manifest 

itself with what we see in the condition that it wants to separate itself from.  

Q: Thank you.. 

 

Q: Salamia. .. I have emotion when I start to talk with you at the soul level. I studied .. 

conflict resolution  .. there came many Bahai scientists …  to find a solution for an 

integrative knowledge …   (:32).  … I met you … Thanks to divinity, because I am also 

a Bahai, Queen Mary, and my grandmother start to work with her.   ..  grandfather 

Jewish background  .. also Indian .. this is a context which I would like to put my 

context. My question is about your talk today. If you kindly can elaborate more between 

the physics and science of soul, between the neutron and the 2 dimensions of soul, STM 



and STP, in order to understand better this link and to be able myself to explain to 

others your knowledge, at my level and understanding. ?  (:34).  

K- What do you exactly want to know. 

 

 

How to Explain to Scientists there is no difference between Science and Religion 

 

Q: How I can explain to a nuclear physicist, that there is no difference between science 

and faith, and if you don't have faith you can reach your results in research. how to 

make this link …   many scientists from Romania are believer, they said we have to 

prove that God exists , that divine exists …   for the first time science is together with 

belief, what we call religion .. how to make them to collaborate .. change their view .. 

try to open their eyes and perspective to help them understand the truth …  (:36).   ..  

 

K- The thing is, we always separated the science from religion, because we never 

understood the relation between the two, that it is the physical condition that leads 

to creation of the soul, and for that reason we always kept everything apart. Now we 

understand the condition of the existence of physicality in the specific order, leads to 

creation of the collective center, or what we call the soul. Then everything else has 

been made around it, because we never understood, that the STM is created out of 

the interaction of the physical dimensions of the fields of the U, and is the central 

control of that object, that entity, and this is what we call the soul. So in a way, one 

leads in interaction of many, to creation of one, and then that one gives protection to all 

to grow within it.  

 

In a way, we all chip in,  (:38). a dollar, or 10 dollar, to collect enough to build a house, 

then when we build the house we all move in it to protect us. This how scientifically is 

the position of the STM and the physicality of the man in the science. We use the latest 

technologies to find the best brick, metal, beautiful windows, and then we pay for it to 

build, and when we build it we all go in it to enjoy the beauty of it put together. The 

STM is when the house is built, we call it a home. And the physicality of the man is 

bricks and mortar and the money we put into build it. Without that money that we all 

chipped in to build the house, there would have been never a house. It's the same, that 

each one puts something in, is like the cell, every cell, every AA, M field central 

control, puts in, with the others, everybody in, to make the first structure. That in 

interaction of the totality makes that soul, and that soul, when it takes enough, now 

takes dimension to protect.  

 

Scientifically we understand the STM comes from the interaction of different M field 

interaction, which itself, the soul, has a strength, which is a collective in totality of the 

whole. In a way, it's like having millions of bank accounts, and which one of us, we can 

put 1 Euro in it. And collectively when that 1 Euro is there, the bank has the power to 

build the house.  (:40). And that house becomes all of us, which we put 1 Euro in. In a 

way, without the last Euro, it cannot be, but when the last Euro is put in, the funds are 

there to build that house. Now that house is a protection, it covers all of us, our clothing, 

our life, cooking, and everything else. and this is how physically we can confirm and 

see in a physically dimension when 1 cell from the father, and 1 cell from the mother 

come together, share the fields, plus the shared environment of what the fields are in the 

environment, and they build more and more bricks in that, the bricks cannot hold 

together, it is just bricks, and iron, and windows, all on the floor. When they put the 



energies together then it makes that central structure, into the soul, that the bricks and 

the mortar becomes a building.  

 

So in essence every brick still has a soul, every window still have a soul, but in totality 

when they put together, as we did, space which holds them together in the center of the 

building, it's what we call the STM. It started with 1 brick, but collectively all the souls, 

all the bricks put together, and everybody put the energy and effort in it, build the 

building. It's the easiest way to explain the creation of the soul. And scientists can turn 

and twist it, they see it in the womb of the mother, now we understand the process.  

 

In so many ways, it does not matter you change the name to a man, to a cow, to a 

creature from the planet Zeus, or another one in another dimension. The structure of the 

life,  (:42). fundamentally in the U is the same, except the Soul of the Creator, which 

even that is made from the collective souls of what He has created, which lead to His 

creation. At the beginning it was just seed. And the interaction of the fields of it leads to 

more and more, and creation of more.  

 

In a way, we wait for some fields, somewhere to interact with something to become a 

seed of the first atom, that atom absorbs other energies that becomes, then a dust, and 

then it becomes a, more fields, and then it becomes a star. Instead of waiting for 

millions of years for that star to be born, in the womb of the mother we create that 

position of the fields, come together and we provide the environment, what it takes 

billions of years to create a star, we do it in the womb of the mother in 9 months, 

because we control everything. This is what the STM is. In the center of the Sun 

there is a system, there is a soul, that it leads to the creation of the Sun. In the center of 

the body of the man is that soul, which in the womb of the mother makes the 

physicality.  

 

This is the beauty about the creation, once you understand it, you can find and explain 

everything in ??  This is why those who attach themselves into the world of the faith 

and religion, can never understand the outside, by the world of science. But the ones 

who are in the science, because they have reached the point of maturity and purity, they 

can see the connection to the soul. But they could not see how it interacts. It's the same, 

it's just man has chosen a separation,  (:44). because it makes a lot of money for those 

who are not aware of the magic. We call it religious leaders, we call it faith and 

prophets. In a way, the whole lifecycle of a man has to be one, the physicality, the 

science, and the soul, which you call religion, which one leads to the creation of the 

other, and then now what is created, leads to perfection and completion of what that 

center can hold. This is the physicality of the man. And this is how the scientists have 

lost themselves, and the religious people have never understood the other part. And we 

become 2 sects, science and religion, but in fact, without the physics, without the 

bringing of the fields together, you could not make that central point, which you call the 

soul, and without interaction of all the fields which leads to that, plus the environment 

which is around it, that center will not be able to exist. And once it takes hold, 

connecting with every cell, then it leads to manifestation of the physical body of the 

man in a dimension that it can be held together.  

 

Maybe even now we could understand why some children die within the womb of the 

mother. Why some children die at birth. A lot of it can be explained, because that 

central control will be touched for one reason or another, that it cannot receive it. If we 



reach that point, from now on with the Enhancement Unit (EU), if we see that point is 

reached we can support it. That the soul carries, receives enough energy,  (:46). that it 

can hold onto physical dimension. But you have to understand, when you have a child 

within the womb of the mother, the soul of the mother is responsible for transmission 

and transfer of fields. And those with all the ?? accidents around them, who are 

responsible for that soul. Why that soul departs at a given time. What was in the 

background of the two which set that ?? seed. What is to be learned by the souls which 

are the creator of it. Balance of fields, understanding that everything has a time, place, 

and position. Maybe this answers you.  

 

 

 

R: .. You did mention the Sun as part of that teaching you just described. 

Q: .. does our soul go back to our Sun upon our death?  repeats 

K- No. Why does it have to?    

R: I think you said something about originating in the Sun.   (:48). 

K- No, in a way, part of our energy comes from the Sun, and it leads to our creation, but 

when we depart as a soul, our soul become another sun, become another point, to 

become a sun, a starting point. It's a big difference, you've got to realize there is a 2 or 3 

dimension in the creation of the STM. We nourish ourselves with a physical energy 

from matter state, which we consume, then in that process, as we have collective energy 

fields from the Sun, which itself has a collective energy fields of the U, we not only 

absorb the energies from the interaction of the fields of the Earth, from the interaction of 

the fields  of the Earth and the Sun, and the fields of the Sun, but to our soul, to our 

STP, continuously added fields from the dimension of the U too. We are not just eating 

off ??, that's why I said in a lot of teachings, 80% of what we need comes from our 

environment, 20% is what we eat and it becomes our physical dimension. That 80%, 

maybe 40 to 50% of it comes from Earth, maybe 20 - 30% of it comes from the Sun and 

the solar system, the other 10 - 20% comes from the U. Because our solar system hasn't 

got that level of the fields which is within our structure.  (:50). And part of that fields 

may come from the Soul of the Creator. So in essence the STM receives a mixture of 

fields continuously to satisfy all its needs, all its dimensions. And this is the beauty 

about the creation, it's not just what we put physically in our mouth, it's what we receive 

from the Earth's fields, it's not just there, we call it, atmosphere, it's not just there we 

call it gravity. We are made of dynamic fields, interacts with us, it creates life within 

our body. It creates life, it gives us energy to exist. Now you understand why we receive 

energy from our environment, at the same time the energy from the Sun, when you get 

into it, the fields interact with the fields of our cells, and it releases energy that becomes 

food to it. It doesn't matter day or night, we interact with the fields of the U, and at the 

same time we receive fields, which our earth cannot supply, our Sun cannot supply, 

because they don't have within their strength field. In a way, we continuously receive 

fields from the U, we are creatures of the U, not the Sun and the Earth. But we receive 

higher levels (from them), and very lower levels from the U, because it's not here, it's 

just like eating bananas and oranges, you don't get the vitamins which you need from 

the apple and the pear. That energy from the apple and pear, comes the U to our system. 

In so many ways, the fields of the U dictates part of the time of our life on this planet. 

When it reaches to a level in the STM, it opens a channel to travel into the depth of the 

U to find its position.  (:52). The womb of the mother is the incubator for physicality. 

The physicality of the man holding the soul is incubator for the STM to become born 

into the U. It cannot take one directly into the other, because it has not solidified yet, it 



has not built to be, jelled together to be able to exist. This time we change the womb of 

the mother to the planet Earth. And even when we travel to the dimension of the U, then 

we'll find out in the time to come, in the maturity of the STM in depth of the U, in the 

life existence in the time and the place the mature ?? that it brings it to the Unicose of 

the Creator. Life is that simple if you understand it. There is never an end, there is never 

the point of nonexistence. 

 

R: . say upon death… is it that some souls might go, what is called, back to the Source, 

back to God, to the Absolute …   and others instead of going back to the Source,  (:54). 

become a source, a sun,  .. some souls might not have the energy to do that, the position 

to be able to be a star. Do some get recycled, and some become stars?  

K- This is all the same. We take different parts and different shapes different positions 

according to what fits the U. Then we are, as I said many times we are in a nursery. In 

the nursery you put the seed, and you water it until it shoots up. When it shoots up you 

take it to a flower shop and you sell it, and it depends who takes you to which home, in 

what condition you are taken into, and what flower you are given, and how long you 

survive in that environment. If you are taken to a beautiful home who knows how to 

water you, you survive for maybe 2 years. If you go the house where the woman who 

likes the flower in the shop, but when you go home forgets about watering you, you die 

in a year, month, or week. I bought the flower, I forgot to water it, it died. It's the same 

process, Earth is the nursery of the seed, and when it matures to flower is the time when 

the STM travels, and in that process, depends where it's destined for. Nobody buys it, 

and it stays in the flower shop, or stays in the nursery, or somebody buys it and with it 

knows what to do, it takes its seed and creates other lives out of it, other flowers. It 

brings the bees, it brings the counter flower to it that it pollinates it and creates a new 

life.  (:56). Life of the man is no different. But we go to greenhouses to find that seed, 

which has just shoot-ed and we know what it is going to be and we take it. Or we take 

the full flower, which is cut and has a short time life span. So it's the same with the 

STM, but with us our conduct decides where and how we become, where we possess 

and position ourselves. And in life with that, the position which home, which part of the 

U we'll belong to. If you are not ?? born and something is wrong they dump you on the 

hill, but you don't die, now you become fertilizer for the next cycle. There is no 

difference, it's just man likes to say, I am superman, I am the king of the creation. It's so 

simple when you see the totality.  

R: Thank you 

 

Q:  Does the accidental or intentional premature death of the physicality lead to what we 

call ghosts, or half-baked ..?  

K- Ghosts, the thing is, I explained this once very candidly, very direct. When the STM 

by accident,  (:58). separates without the STP completely to be transferring all it fields 

to the STM. It is like 2 pieces of chewing gum with a little bit of string attached to it, 

and then you have another piece to it. In a way the STP is still attached to the 

physicality, but the soul has left, but still there is a connection. In a way we see the STP 

without the physical body, but the STM who created that physicality, still has a line to 

be able to keep a connection, but in time to transfer. In a way we see the STP, as a 

ghost. Or we see something in that position. Where the physical life has separated, the 

STP does not have the strength to hold on to it, because the central control, which is the 

STM has left, departed. because once you cut the brain, the soul is free. Be it by 

accident, be it by death which has received a massive energy to depart itself. If you stop 

the circulation of blood, in a rapid way that the STP cannot transfer total information or 



energy to the STM for the complete departure, you still have half-cooked, not fully 

transferred. How long will it take for that transfer to complete, the STP stays behind, 

but because he has a structure of physicality, we see as a field. We recognize it through 

the dimension of our soul as an entity we call it a ghost.  (1:00). And in time if one can 

create the conditions of the fields that, that STP can be given energy that it can find its 

passage to the soul, we will travel back to. It's the fields which has made them, it cannot 

be cut. Now we can explain this simply and we can see it in the new dimensions in 

every aspects fo life, be it a dog, a man, a stone. The transformation and transfer of the 

fields is important, and if it breaks this might happen. and it happens sometimes, what 

we see is the STP without a physical body because it has not got a body, because the 

body was separated, in a different way then the soul has left. It could not transfer full 

energy, but we see, usually, ghosts in the dimension of the STP of the man, but we don't 

see the physicality itself. Eye of the vision, in the teaching of later on today I explain 

part of this, what we call, Emotion of Vision.  

 

Q: to elaborate more on the emotion of vision 

K-    I opened part of it on Sundays NACT teaching. .  (1:02).  

 

We are not in 2 Places at Same Time - 2 parts  

 

Q: 

Its easy for us to imagine our soul interacts with other souls, but it's not easy to imagine 

we could be at 2 places at the same time, in physical point, are we in two places 

physically? 

K- No, we have a soul which is within our body, but it's in connection with those fields 

which are at its strength while our physical body is handling what is at this physical 

strength in the physical dimension. Just because we are in touch with, does mean we 

are there. It's like staying in a home with a telephone, it doesn't matter who and 

where the other side in America, Canada, or in Africa.  (1:04). In a physical dimension 

we have limitation of physical dimension, of the wall, room, space, and city we are in. 

In a soul dimension we have access to, not only this physical dimension souls, but those 

who are beyond, because it's a higher order, it passes everything we know.  

 

As I said before, our dreams in the coming time, once we elevate to the higher order, 

we will be seeing creatures of the other universes in a dimension of vision. because 

now we are ?? known. We cannot dream about home and Moms cooking if we haven't 

been home and tasted Mom's cooking, our soul has been everywhere and has access to 

everywhere, but our physicality has access to our limited physical life, which is this 

planet.  .. we work on 2 frequencies, one on short wave and one on long wave. short 

wave is for planet earth, and long for distance places in the U where our soul can 

reach. We have 2 systems sitting next to each other, but communicating with 

themselves because they use the brain to talk to each other, but each one has its own 

operation, soul speaks to the universal soul, and the STP deals with the body of the man, 

and what is happening when you are asleep, next door, how you deal with everything 

else of the existence.  

Q: .. I believe you taught us that we could be in 2 places at the same time? 

K- We are not in 2 places at the same time. In a way, there are 2 systems, we didn't 

know. So the 2 systems function on their own operation and they communicate to 

each other too.  (1:06). This is the simplest way it could be explained for people to 

understand. That's why we say the physicality of the man is a leech over the STM. The 



soul still operates itself, but it is more powerful, but it doesn't stop it doing what it 

wants, because it has leeched on it, and have been trapped by it, the physical life.  

 

It's like you are in prison, the wall of the prison is your limitation, but it doesn't stop you 

thinking and talking and operating. the STM is that you in there operating and talking 

with someone outside, you call people, but the STP is the frame of the prison, that 

prison is the body which holds the soul inside it. But the soul is free, as much as the 

prison is free, you can move the physicality, or you can talk to someone outside. We 

have made it difficult for ourselves because we never understood the process of 

creation. Now we understand, it's simple.  

 

Update on EU - Delivery in January - Don't disclose 

 

Q:   .. any update on the EU? 

K- They're doing the same. We are still heading for delivery in January. And we ..  

The new systems we have upgraded will not be shown in public .. kept away from 

public even when we go into production.  (1:08).  We have added into the EU the 

universal systems, no motors, no power supply as such… it's a full system, depending 

how we operate it, it can be feeding machine, from enhancement process, or a flying 

machine. The new systems have been given the full capacity, as we have no more 

motors. .. we have replicated the work of the U inside the EU, and that was one of the 

delay in development, now we are complete … 

 

We will not open the EU in Linz for public to see what's inside, because some people 

abused, and the knowledge was given, and they shared >> under strict instruction. 

Knowledge when you work with the research belongs to the research not to be shared. 

And this is one of the reasons we closed the research centers for quite a few people  ..  

Q:  .. I hope there shall be no wars .   (1:10).  

 

In Patent - F1 is Soul of Entity 

 

Q: Chou, .. about the relationship between soul and ??  ..  

(1:12).  ?? F1  in the patents .. 

The free plasmatic ?? prntics becomes dynamic swirling compact of residual of un-

matching prntics field strength and behave as a partial sphere of rotating magnetic fields 

forces to be known as the F1 part of the plasma. So it's in the center and has a few 

characteristics, the first one, becomes void of central gravitational field forces, under the 

2nd,, it can be able to balance the whole plasma, because without F1, the 3 components 

in the structure of plasma  ???  

K- F1 is the soul of the entity. 

Q: yes, that's what we are asking about, some think F1 is the soul .. we use  

K- F1 is what we call the soul. And that soul,  (1:14). In so many ways, when you go to 

the structure , transition, matter state or whatever,, has, creates what we call the emotion 

and the rest of it. And it gives it physical  dimension is what we look at  .. in the 

strength of  the vision of the man we might see 2 legs and 2 arms, but at the higher order 

strength of the STM, if somebody is of that strength might see as a sun, does not see the 

physical part, because to them it doesn't exist. Soon in the process of understanding the 

T many of you will fall for this because, as the soul is elevated to a higher order you 

might see the same thing in different dimensions of colors and changes, because now 



you see orders you could not see up to now.  So F1 is the center, the teaching from then 

until today has not changed, it's just explained in different ways …       

It's very nice to see Chinese book and translation of it.  

Q:  

 

K- Yes of course, otherwise you can't make it, you cannot hold on to something that 

doesn't match.   (1:16).    

Q: In the U we can see the F1 as the wormhole. 

K- There is no wormhole. What we call, is the Black hole, the center. yes. Every 

structure, when we call it a center line , a black hole of the U, every entity in the U, even 

1 single cell in your body it has a connection to it. Because that's why it lead to its 

creation, and that's what it was created out of.  

Q: Thank you  

K- You had a beautiful teaching in Farsi on Monday .. 

The KF of different languages have started interacting and sharing knowledge.. 

 

(1:18). has been setup for Corona around the world.. this Monday collective meeting . . 

How the KF has spread across this planet ..  no patents .. 

 

Listen to American Teaching - Vaccination Plan was Population Control 

 

In the American teaching of last Sunday    I explained why the governments are leaning 

towards promotion of the vaccinations as part of the population control. Listen to the 

American teaching and you'll understand. I tried to explain in depth why the European 

nations are pushing very much with the vaccinations.  (1:20). Because the purpose of 

these vaccinations was population control to get rid of the sick, old and in a way, that 

was the plan of the Gates from the beginning. But the first control starts in Europe, and 

then by fake assumptions it'll be trying to push.  

 

KF will Release New T for Viruses 

 

The KF in the coming days will release a new T ?? of viruses, that will not 

necessarily just with Corona, but we'll release the system in the coming days, 

where you can walk into the environment between 3 to 10 minutes, there will be no 

viruses in your body, it does not matter if the body ?? lock to it, will keep it because 

we can't get rid of all viruses, but viruses which are set, like Corona will not be in 

environment ?? to exist in the body of the man. We'll extend these systems very rapidly 

to international operation. On my return to Iran and hopefully to China, we'll promote 

these systems very rapidly across the planet. These all come on the back of the 

development of the new universal systems which have been developed and going into 

production. No one should die of a virus be it on this planet, or in the U, we have the 

knowledge to adjust to it, very rapidly. and now ??  

Any other question?  

 

How to be Aware of Interaction of STP and STM 

 

WL:  you are talking about the physical soul, and the soul,  (1:22). so how  can these 

two souls can be coherent, how we can like, aware how they interact?  

K- The interaction is confirmation of your existence. If they don't interact and they 

don't exist, you don't exist. So the confirmation of it is your physical body. The 



understanding of it is to find the what I call, the decoder, which we didn't know up to 

now. That decoder we call the brain. We have to be able to create enough fields in the 

direction of the STP and the STM, that the level of the barrier of the AA of the brain .. 

does not exist. In a way, through our physical body we feel the emotion of the soul. Not 

from the interaction of the 2 fields to create the emotion of the physicality. This is the 

purpose of the teaching, one central emotion for both existence. One central what 

we call interaction, that both the STP and the STM use one common denominator for 

both. What they recognize, they translate in their language, it will be their job, but in 

fact, the way we try to bypass the brain cell of the body ..  We need to, because once 

man becomes the passenger of the U, the AA structure cell of the body of the man 

will be dissolved in certain conditions, what do we do, the man dies. With this 

process we try to teach humanity that the STP can work with the STM,  (1:24). and 

together they have one emotion, then they decide how to manifest and how to work with 

each other in a given condition, in space and time.  

 

This is the whole purpose of introducing the Universal Knowledge, that man does not 

depend on the interaction of the fields of the ?? elements, that the STP separates from 

the STM once he moves into a new condition. It still keeps the interaction, then they 

decide how to manifest themselves in that time and position. This is why a lot of 

theologist have a problem with the KF, a lot of religions find problem with this, 

because now there is no intermediary, We have got, we have done with intermediary's 

which a lot of them have been fallacies, to suit some people to have the time on this 

planet, and this is the power and process of the teaching.  

 

Heart is Mechanism for Transferring Fields to keep STM in Cage 

 

Q: .. we heard that our brain has different kind of weights, like in meditation they have 

?? or whatever. So if go through meditation to fine tune the field strength and then 

to get the heart to connect to the brain, is the same thing what you are talking? 

K- In a way, yes, in a way, no, because the heart is the mechanism of transferring 

fields of energy,  (1:26). to make sure the cage stays. When something touches you, 

the skin, the information doesn't go through your brain, through your blood to the brain, 

it goes through a neural system which is rapid deployment, I call it. But for that 

information to be received in the brain that it interacts with the physicality and the soul, 

and what it takes of it, it needs to be confined. The brain of the man is the computer, 

the blood is the current which keeps the computer going. the information carried, 

has nothing to do with the electricity which keeps it running, and encages the 

systems. And that is what the physicality and the STM is, but in essence all the data, 

and emotion going in now has to be processed in a central place that understands what 

relates to what, and that's what we call the STM.  

 

The Souls have Separate Processes - But Man Mixes them Together 

 

Each thing has its own structure and man has mixed everything together so much 

that it doesn't understand, has not understood up to now. that they are separate 

processes, but in fact all go through the same structure. So you don't need to worry 

about what the STP does or what STM does, when you fine tune in a strength level that 

both understand the same thing, and one is responsible for, it's very much like a 

government. The Prime Minister, or what you call the local government is responsible 

for what happens in your local area, and everything, and the government deals with 



other nations. But it is the same structure, you are part of what it does, it effects you. 

The government is the soul, the local government is the STP and the people who 

get it working,  (1:28). are the physical part. But in essence there are 2 separate 

things, but carrying on the same operation. But one is own ?? and one is local 

dimension, one is international dimension. Man has made it so difficult for himself 

because that way he can say he is clever and solve the problem. But there is no problem, 

he just has created for himself delaying, understanding.  

Any other question. 

 

Fetus First Builds Cage in Heart to put the STM 

 

WL: Why the heart is the first organ to be created when mother is pregnant .. 

R: The baby is pregnant with the soul. 

K- No, you have to build a cage, before you can put the thing in it. The heart is 

created to create the blood circulation to make that cage that the soul can be 

embedded in it. At the same time when you have the blood circulation it brings all 

the fields necessary from all the cells which are around to build that nest, that 

collectively when they build the energy it will hold that center which is the STM. If 

you don't have a heart you don't have a cage, where do you want to put the thing in. You 

can't put the water in the middle of the air and expect it to get into the cup.  (1:30). You 

have to build the home, and the home comes, that's why we say, the blood of the man is 

the circulation cage, which gives the strength to all the cells in a way, to be able to 

contain the soul. That's why when you cut the blood, there is no cage the soul ?? 

disappears.  

 

STM is like Universe - galaxies are like Chakras - Central Field Strength positions 

 

When you take the central energies, the Chakras out you find the process for that part, 

distracted, distorted, and if it's a Chakra is taken fully out in a field strength position in 

any shape or form, you find out the whole blood circulation changes, and the man dies 

most of the time. That's why when you shoot a man in a given position, in the central 

energies you disturb the energies, the life collapses, because it's station by station, the 

STM is that universe, and then it creates galaxies, and in those galaxies sits stars 

and planets, and this is how we call those galaxies, what we call the Chakras. That 

is central energies which hold the lung, the heart, the stomach organs, energies all 

together, and at the same time, because of the blood circulation we transfer the wind of 

the fields, what we call the blood circulation. But at the same time for everything to be 

in sequence, we have a heart, and that as everybody gets the same pulse, beat .. beat .. 

beat.  

 

The Pulse Keeps everything in Tune with STP 

 

And the strength of that pulse dictates the condition of how everybody receives 

information, how they stay in tune with the STP.  (1:32).  

 

AA is the Cell of Creation - All processes are connected through it 

 

This is why those of you who go for helping someone with the health cases, I always 

keep on telling you, don't forget the AA to add into your process, because you connect 



it to what we call, the cell of the creation, the process of the creation, which is the 

AA of the body of the man.  

Any other question. 

 

Transplants are Not euthanasia - Because STP doesn't sit in Heart  

Q: May I go back to euthanasia .. in medical profession we have 2 kinds of death of 

heart or the brain. Now coming form these two things wouldn't it be that transplantation 

of any organ,  (1:34). from one person to another is being euthanasia, because it can 

only be done if the heart is still alive. So the doctor decides that the brain death has 

occurred, then they take an organ, with that they sort of mutilate the soul in the heart, as 

well as the soul which resides in the brain. Do I see this right that transplants is 

actually euthanasia?  

K- In a way, no, because if you talk about the lung transplant, we don't talk about 

anything else. or We talk about the heart transplant, we are not talking about anything 

else. The heart transplant when you can carry on the circulation of the blood, that can 

keep the brain in, keep what we call the soul in the cage, in the brain, then that time you 

still have the STP, but the machine does the pumping, because the STP doesn't sit in 

the heart. Heart is a pumping system, making sure the water running everywhere and 

everybody can use what they need.  

 

Each Heart pumps with its own field strength - Change character of person 

 

The STP has a different position, doesn't sit within the heart, and in that process,  (1:36).  

it's just a mechanical change. But when you take the heart of another entity and you 

replace it with the heart of the man, you'll find out a lot of characters changes, because 

this heart does not, even it pumps, it does not pump certain field strengths, does 

not pump certain ways that the other one used to do. We see with most of the people 

who went through heart transplant, even with the organ transplant, we see change of 

character. And what do they say, "oh, it's the side effect of the heart operation." You 

might have a gentle person with the heart, because the structure was built to pump a 

certain strength, and you give it to a man who is very aggressive, and then you see after 

the heart operation he has become so calm. No, because this heart now pumps that 

strength, which creates that condition. It's the same blood. And to get that it changes the 

habit in the body of the man.  

 

Difference between Brain Death and Heart Death 

 

So what we call a brain dead, it means the section where the soul, and the STP 

have to interact, is messed up, but they both exist. But if you have a heart death, or 

what we call blood circulation, it dies, it's finished. The minute you stop blood 

circulation and the M field strength of it, there is no life, because you open the 

cage. The soul has left. Even when we die, we have seen in the accident 2 - 3 hours later 

with the electric shocks, whatever, they bring you back a few minutes later, or whatever, 

we see the life comes back,  (1:38). because the fields of the blood does not switch 

off immediately, it still has that field. The brain still carries some of the, what we call, 

the fields brought in by the blood, and as long as those fields are not given to the soul 

and then to the environment, the brain stays. You don't become, you don't die of 

physical death. The field strength of the blood is still is there. It's just because you 

switched off power to a magnet, it doesn't switch off immediately. It has created 

residual  fields, if you can reignite it, the system come back on. Physical death, heart 



death can all be revitalized, if the blood is not coagulated, if the blood coagulates then 

you cannot make motion and field transfer, you're done. Brain dead, is not a brain …, it 

means the brain doesn't work, the soul is operational, physical soul is still 

operational, they cannot communicate, and in the processes, is like what we saw with 

Naomi, we created that connection, and then they start connecting.  

 

We Created Connection when Naomi was Brain Dead 

 

The process of recovery with Naomi started after 30 days. We explained this very 

clearly. I was told by Giovanni that they are moving Naomi from the hospital in Barri, 

to a hospital in .. north for the people to die, because it's a saint hospital. When I went 

there I connected to the soul of Naomi, I didn't connect to physical soul, and through the 

soul I .. there were a number of people in that room when it took place, and Giovanni 

was with Naomi.  (1:40). I spoke to Naomi with voice down the telephone line, and I 

connected to the soul and through the soul, I created connection with the STP, and 

she was dancing like a ??, moving legs, what she couldn't do before after a month. If 

you move a muscle which is dying there for 10 minutes, or 1 hour, which goes numb, 

you get the tear of the muscle tissue and everything else. Now you can understand how 

after 30 days I moved her hands, I asked her to move her leg, raise it, move your arms. 

And there were 20 - 30 witnesses. Because within the power of me, is the power of 

Creator. I don't need the physicality. I have done this many times. With word is what 

you hear, with soul is what I communicate. And this is how Naomi was bright back. 

And when we make the first connection with the physicality and the soul, the first 

sparks start, then they start finding their position, and start connecting, and then what 

we see now with Naomi today.  

 

I am the Creator.  

 

Because we know the process, but we can not intrude unless we are allowed, because 

Naomi's soul wanted to, because she loves her father so much, and he was there. And 

the soul responded to. The word is for the man to hear.  (1:42). I can raise the dead in 

no time. Once you start the process. The process of recovery of Naomi's started 

from that minute. I did the same with Fabio, he did not want to return. I asked him. 

He said, he wants to take the position. We have to understand that these are not powers 

we carry, these are rights we carry, as the Creator. We cannot steal, we cannot 

force. We can give the opportunity, and if it is accepted it is taken. You cannot steal.  

Any other question?  

 

How Much Enlightenment - No Changes in Brain   

 

Q: .. (1:44).  she can't hear .. muted her.         

Q: .. when we get enlightened like the way Buddha got enlightened, or people like 

Satguru, get enlightened, what happens to the brain. the relationship of the brain and the 

heart and soul? 

K- It depends what you call enlightened, depends how much they get enlightened. 

Means how much more access they have to bigger knowledge. That's all.  

Q: So in terms of physicality what's the relationship in the brain changes? 

K- There is no changes in the brain.  

 

Depends what you call enlightenment  - Light of the Creator 



 

It's being able to understand more. It's the same computer, you put a new program, 

added power. Simple way.   (1:46). And depends what you call enlightenment to 

what  level.  

Q: Like at the level of Buddha? 

K- Those are the prophets, those are enlightened by the light of the Creator, and 

even that there is a limitation to what they can see. They can only absorb and 

understand as much as the dimension of the STP can take, otherwise it becomes 

again unseen, like all the information, which is available to the soul, but the physicality 

doesn't see. In a way the experience of the physical soul, extension in the understanding 

of the physical soul, allows for it to see more of the light, or information of the STM. 

That's all , the information, now we understand, what has been available to Buddha, or 

to Christ, or Mohammad, or to Moses, in the dimension of the information, now is 

available to every man too. If the man now understands the process of the creation of 

the soul, strives to achieve that point.   

Q: .. so right now if they do tests on people like WL was talking about, like when you 

put a neural or brain surgeon puts all those machines to the brain, and monitor the brain, 

like somebody like Satguru, then the machine at the present moment, shows this person 

is dead, so what is going on ? 

K- No, see, this is, first of all, we have to understand nothing is dead. It's the machine, is 

manmade cannot detect the strength which they are. It's like you have a machine for X-

ray and there is a Gamma ray here, the machine doesn't see the Gamma ray. If you have 

the right equipment for it,  (1:48). you'll see the Gamma ray.    

 

Q: ..    was talking about.. .this is something I am having a dilemma at the moment with 

some people  

K- I have never seen you without dilemma.  

Q: .. we  have the scientific plasma paper. Now when Salamia was talking about, now 

there is an information, when we have scientists  ?? I can relate to it because there was a 

point in my life, I loved the science, and ?? from God, because I could not see God and I 

didn't want to hear about it. And ??  essential for my existence, there was information 

for me to after it, and I was a scientist, and really didn't want to hear anything about 

religion or God, and I made it my business to go ?? as much as possible to science. and 

with that I came back again to the same point  … but now   when we go to scientists. . 

then they see the scientific paper, then 2 questions arise for them, one is when they see 

the same data … 

and the second thing is when they see we have a relationship with soul, they just get 

turned off, Just like when I was a scientist  (1:50). and I didn't want to hear anything 

about the soul. the minute they hear it, they say, this is not it. This is just all lies. So how 

can we convince to open their mind .. . the whole thing together. .. 

you don't need anther scientific paper to prove the scientific paper? 

 

K- You see the biggest problem for man is he has created pigeon holes and some times 

he puts different pigeons in the wrong hole, and then expects it to do what that pigeon is 

not trained to do. one pigeon is for racing, and one is for posting …  

The world of science at the moment is that way, and a lot of people don't want to see… 

 

This is why we are in the structure now to start teaching the Plasma T from very young 

age, so then they have an understanding of totality, not pigeon holes. Or out scientists ..  

(1:52) 



 

...  

If they have something like homeopathic .. they are open .. 

 

(1:54).  

 

You don't need to.  

Otherwise you are just wasting time. 

Q: .. you said, right now humanity has the position just like Jesus and Mohammad, to be 

like them…? 

K- No, to understand, not to be like them. to understand to their level. It's a big 

difference, you cannot be, God forbid, that's.. you can never be, but mankind's level of 

understanding in the level of the soul. Not anything else because they are all understand 

the STP, has reached that point, it can understand most of the reasons they made, and 

why they did.  

Q: So we cannot change our strength, but we can understand it.  

K- We can change our strength, but we can understand to that strength level. It's an 

understanding. Some of the works of the prophets have been understanding the logical 

system of working. And some of it, what was given to enlighten, to encourage. the job 

of the prophets was not to talk, was to enlighten through their souls. But they never 

taught how to work through their soul, they went through the channel of talking and 

spreading the word. In the next cycle which will start in March, that will become part of 

this process,  (1:56). which means we all get access to the soul, to the knowledge of 

what you call the U Community. And it has to come through ..  it takes one soul to 

change all. that soul is about to come.  

Q:  .. like for example a center    

K- The Creator didn't create everything, Creator was a center point, where from 

interaction of its fields, things got created.  

Q: Creator didn't create so imagine … 

K- ??? you create a son and say, ok we leave that son there.  

Q:  say for example, as the creation is happening at a certain point of the creation   ??? 

certain point of the strength, you came out  .. and then I came out a little bit lower, say 

45%   now can I get to 75% or I can't?  

K- It can be done but depends do you have the capability to carry.  

Q: It means it's going to  ??/ or vanish. 

K- It doesn't mean ?? destroyed, it means you don't understand it. As my boy says, it 

just goes over my head. You don't see.  

Q: But it is possibility, I can get to you? 

K- It depends, yeah you can get to , but that again, is elevation, is understanding part of 

the totality. To get to a higher position you have to understand all of, not part of, you 

think because I know this part. You cannot be a doctor and I have to be there. But what 

about the mechanical part, electrical , geological part. A lot of people,  (1:58).  it 

becomes understanding a little bit of one and they think now they know everything. And 

just give them an engine to change the oil , which end to change the oil.  

Thank you.  

 

Break >>>    (2:06).  355 KSW .. 

 

Teaching on the Emotion of Vision 

 



K- ..  as we started the teaching in respect to the presence, the position, the knowledge. 

If we have the Presence, Position, and the Knowledge, what is the good of it if we 

cannot detect it, appreciate it, observe it, or react to it? In essence we need the 

confirmation of the Presence and the Knowledge, what we call observation. What 

we call in the dimension of physicality of the man, seeing, the vision. The emotion 

of the Vision, is an emotion,  (2:08).  even in the physical dimension. If we don't 

want to see, and the strength of the pain, of not to see, is so much higher in strength, we 

can make ourselves blind to, that point, that thing, or the entirety. Mankind has the 

power through the STP, through the emotion to blind himself from seeing. We see many 

people do this. We say I was too blind to see, it means I didn't want to see. It's 

something above my threshold of being able to react.  

 

The same thing happens with the STM, seeing is an emotion, and we need to 

understand that this emotion creates its own condition to see. In the physical world 

we open our eyes, we touch. In opening our eyes we see the interaction of the fields of 

the environment, and the fields of the essence of the entity, and we recognize it, as a 

chair, as our child, table, as a car. It's not that we only see the interaction of the fields, 

we see the interaction of the soul of the entity. Mankind has to become wise to this. And 

so in the U it becomes the same.  

 

But in the dimension of the soul we might see objects totally in a different way. We 

might see mostly as light, because it's an interaction of the fields,  (2;10). with the 

dimension of physicality. But in that interaction of the fields at a higher order, at the 

level of the soul, we might see the existence, confirmation of existence, as we see a 

source of light, that we say, this is such a soul, this is such an intensity, and through 

the strength of our soul, we recognize it, might be the mother, father, whatever. But 

in the dimension of the fields, as I have explained in other teachings, of the soul, the 

soul has been encaged by the skull and the blood flow around it. The only way the soul 

has left itself, that it can move in and out with the precision and collective fields, yin 

and yang, that one is 2 magnets, you need the North and South pole that they interact 

and repel.  

 

The division of the brain of the man has created, and does create that slight 

imbalance, that allows the fields and the soul to be dynamic in its position. And so 

the body uses the cavity of the eye which has no Ca, to be able to transfer its fields 

at the strength, and the dimension and direction of the soul where it is in touch with, 

that does not filter anything. Our skull, the Ca combination of it is a filtering process for 

the information of the body in ?? interaction between the STP and STM.  

 

So one of the reasons for example, we remember as dreams is because the STM,  

(2:12). transfers its knowledge, its line of communication through the eye of the 

man. And in that process, as the field come and go, in conjunction and interaction 

with the cell of the brain, create that information, which the soul has access to. So 

in a way, when we dream, we look at the communication between the soul and 

outside, and by having that filter of brain some of it stays with us. That's why many of 

our dreams has no meaning to us, it's just a dream, but in fact, it's what is your soul is 

involved in. What your soul is there doing its function, and you see the reflection of the 

communication. So in a way, the STM has a vision, emotion of the vision, because in 

that process, because it uses its emotion of vision, it interacts with emotion of vision 

cells of the body, which is in the brain, which manifests itself as your dream. So the 



STM communicates, recognizes and converts its energy to recognize, see, and from it, 

will come in a future teaching, what we call, the emotion, which will come from this 

interaction. And in these processes life for the soul becomes much easier. In the 

dimension of the physicality, the STP, we see the body. When you see through the 

vision of the soul, it has not any restriction to the dimension and colors or shapes, 

because it has its own strengths,  (2:14). and those strengths animals with 2 legs and 2 

arms don't exist to be a human. So mankind, now that it opens up into universal 

dimension and understand the spectrum of the strength of his soul in the line of 

communication of the others, expect to see things you have never seen before, because 

now we allow the visualization.  

 

As it says, I made man in the image of myself, if man can see and recognize, so the 

soul, because which is the creator of it. Man uses the eye to recognize, uses the fields 

strength. Does not matter if even you are blind, you still carry .. it doesn't matter 

even if you don't have an eye, the knowledge today we have we can create an eye in 

the cavity of the eye. It's within our power, because when the cavity is made, when the 

hole of the eye is made, the position for the eye is already there, we cannot change it. As 

I have said many times if you have a kidney, and are missing one, through the 

knowledge we have, because of the process of the information in the DNA and RNA we 

can create condition that a second kidney can be produced. This is not fairytale, now we 

understand the process of positioning, and the Presence, so we can position and present, 

and show the development, and we have the knowledge to create that.  

 

Many things in the new process of understanding of the Universal Knowledge will 

become, things that man could not do, but now become natural processes. Because 

now we go to the soul to create it, because it is the soul which has the capability to 

deliver the energies,  (2:16). overseeing what I call the malfunctioning of the 

physical soul. In that process, the STM has the capability to create vision for itself to 

understand, not necessarily in the dimension of physicality, but in the dimension of field 

strength, that through its conversion within the structure of the soul we recognize if it is 

good, it's bad, and how to react. The emotion of interaction, the emotion of reaction is 

part of what we'll learn in the future. These are the basic alphabets of the emotions. If 

you don't understand them, later on, when the more complicated, complex emotions 

come into operation mankind will be lost. But when you have the basic you can 

always go through and see which one interacts with what, and what is the reason.  

 

In this process man has a vision not only through his eyesight, but through his soul. 

And when we see another soul we recognize is it good, bad, and what is the 

spectrum of the ?? lights of physicality danger to me or I have to position myself 

that I can keep my integrity, or I can keep its integrity. Thy shall not steal. And the 

process of the vision in the dimension of the soul, is in the level of the soul M field 

strength, and in the level of the accessibility to that field strength, by the STP, or by the 

soul itself because anything above, at a higher order would not be decipherable 

because it's not open, the soul has not matured,  (2:18). to be able to analyze what 

the information means. So in that level we become aware of the totality by the 

interaction or by manifestation of the lights, not in a way lights, M fields which creates 

certain interactions with our soul, that our soul recognizes according to its emotion. Is 

this the field of love, wants to give me. Is it the field that it wants to take from what I 

am giving. Is it something I could be in danger because it could take all of what I have 



to the level I want to give, and this balancing of the acts becomes part of the existence 

of the vision of the man, the STM.  

 

And in the coming time, mankind will become to be able to see with both. To see 

through the eye of the soul, and see through the eye of the man, and sometimes 

simultaneously through the both. I do that, I sit in front, I see the physicality, .. I see the 

soul. The soul tells me something else, and the physicality something else, and I say 

, you are lying and cheating, because I can not tell you anything else. Because I see 

the soul I see the truth, but it's not for me to decide. For you to change the conduct, 

when I give, I give fully from the soul, that with the interaction of the full light of the 

soul, of you, shows what the reality is, what is the interaction. And what you try to filter 

when you bring the emotion of the physicality.  

 

When I talk to people I talk to the soul, and then I get my response back in the 

physical dimension, and I see which one the soul says, and what did the physicality.  

(2:20). But I can never interfere. I am a witness. I cannot tell you a lie, because I 

am witness, because then I have to judge the same as you, and I don't get involved. 

This is what the soul vision means, it means at the same time as you are looking to see 

in the dimension of physicality, you look at the strength of the soul and you get an 

answer from both at the same time. You become an expert at it, as you learn the ways of 

the interactions of the souls, and you get better at it, as you become. Mankind will 

become involved partially in the structure of his own soul, we decide what to give, 

.. what to take, we decide what we want to see, that we don't embarrass our physical 

soul, and acts of our soul. We become in a position , and a position, that we decide what 

strength we shall release, that we give to elevate that it becomes the same as us. We try 

not to make available what can be a danger for us.  

 

So through the .. emotion of a vision, which is from the interaction of the fields at the 

level of the observation, man becomes very rapidly mature. This is one of the 

cornerstones of the maturity, to be able to see the soul , and the STP at the same 

time, and match, does it say the same thing, or it says what I like to hear, but is lying 

to me.  (2:22). Or changing it. This is the process, this is what I said many times, I 

don't remember what I say, because I don't need to lie, because this is what it is at 

that time and point. Then it builds up to what is the next step. And then through the 

vision you see what is come out of. What is the response of.  

 

The what we call, emotion of Knowledge and the emotion of Vision will become the 

emotion of Reaction. And that emotion of Reaction is totally in what fields the 

knowledge allows the vision to allow the physicality, or the soul itself to get involved 

in, and engaged in. Because do I want to be in the process of Presence in this position of 

knowledge and vision, or do I want to be in the what I call, position where my Presence 

and my Knowledge, creates danger to me. I move out, because the vision says, the 

information is this, what I see.  

 

What we call the emotion of Vision for man in depth of space will become its lifeline. 

It's the only way, more or less, except a couple of other conditions, other emotions 

which man will rely on. In so many ways, .. in the future when man carries the STP 

with the STM, the line of the vision to physicality will be blinded, because it's so 

overwhelming that the physical brain in its emotion cannot handle it, because it is not 

aware of, and secondly,  (2:24). it's too powerful for it to, it can create to you like a 



stroke, because you could not see, there could be so much beauty, there could be so 

much what I call giving, that body of the man is not mature to it, so it's blinded, it blinds 

itself, because by not seeing in the physical dimension allows it to exist. When I flood 

you with love, and you do not, cannot see how much love, you are trying to reject it, 

you pass it, because I cannot handle it, because it is too much, and in being too much I 

have to give back the same, and I don't want to, because I put restrictions on it. With the 

vision of the soul we see. this is what we call loving, it means giving unconditionally, 

openly and without condition, where the souls find their own position, because it's part 

of vision of the soul. Then you see what I see, then you feel what I feel.  

 

Then In so many ways, the soul of vision, the soul of the emotion of the vision of the 

soul, is one of the cornerstones of recognizing, not by physical dimension, but by field 

strength, which runs into the depth of the source of the creation to balance you out. 

What other fields are interacting with this vision, what other fields are interacting with 

this soul, that I have to watch, that I do not put them in danger, I do not move them, 

because I want, unless they want to move themselves. When we see with what we call 

emotion of vision, through dimension of soul, everything that is connected to that soul, 

which we see has to accept it, the new position, the new knowledge, the new what we 

call Presence.  (2:26). Then when they all accommodate it will be manifested, it will be 

for us to see that we can take action, and reaction towards.  

 

In a way, the source of the emotion of the vision comes from interaction of the fields of 

the soul, and the soul present, and the feedback from that interaction. What will be 

visualized from it. What we will see from it, is the soul good for me, or is this soul, it 

could  be in danger with me, or for me. And then we take position. Vision in the 

dimension of the soul is very different then the vision that the man sees objects. Vision 

of the soul sees the strength of the fields without physicality, and with it appreciates its 

beauty, and what it has and what it can give, for it to elevate. You cannot ever take 

through the dimension of the soul.  

 

The soul of vision, mankind will come to learn is sacrosanct, and man through the soul 

and the emotion of the vision will dictate most of his presence and position. I feel, I see, 

and if it is good, I want to manifest myself. I want to be present, and which position I 

want to be, and which knowledge which I carry.  (2:28). Then you understand why we 

are teaching the emotions step by step, in a way, they are linked together, and build up 

the structure for man to live in depth of the U, without ever being in danger. My job is 

to make sure mankind and the rest of the created are always safe, and understand the 

safety of their own existence. That not only that they don't put their own, what I call 

existence in danger, but do not interfere with the others too. Accommodating, but not 

taking. Not to take to accommodate, but to give, that if they need they can take from to 

accommodate themselves, if they want to. This is what I always said, I always ask and if 

given, it's totality, not parts, because you cannot adjust yourself to parts. Then the other 

parts which are hidden can effect the position, and can endanger me, or you, or the 

position of the souls. When you are given it's totality, it's not by part, and in totality, 

which that part of it, interacts with you and is part of the existence. .. it goes back to 

what I always said, mankind needs to be very kind to his own soul, and nothing else, for 

it to not to loose its position and its strength. Not to be selfish but not to put the others in 

danger that it has to pay from its source for what it has done, and when it has positioned 

wrong. You cannot jump in the pool and expect everybody to run away.  (2:30). You 

walk into the pool and people open up and accommodate you to be part of. This is how 



life should be. The one who jumps in disturbs everything, and this is not the job of the 

STM. The one who jumps in is the STP. The one who walks in and accommodates is 

the STM. It's the same game, space, and time. Man chooses, but in fact, the people in 

the pool are observant to totality, they see both the jump, and they see the walk into. 

And this is how the man and the mankind has to understand its own position and with it 

has the visualization through the soul to see what's in the pool, and who am I going to 

hurt, or how I am going to accommodate, unless nobody moves unless they want to, that 

I have the space to be part of, to be community of, and with that vision I always keep 

my own strength, and my own dimension.  

 

The emotion of the vision will touch man ,the first time when he is, what I call, 

privileged to see it, to have access to it. You will see nothing but beautiful lights. In so 

many ways, .. it's like just watching a firework, all those sparks in the sky, each one 

lighting on their own spark and all beautifully, collectively making the beautiful light. 

And this is what the mankind will see. An ocean of fireworks, and each fire, each spark 

is one soul. Then you'll decide on concentrating on communicating with,  (2:32). and 

how to access that they can access to you, that they can show ther beauty, and they can 

recognize you to show their beauty. In the world of the soul there is nothing bad, it's all 

beautiful. It's just what you want to take, has to be, not to darken the environment, but to 

enlighten. In so many ways, those of you who elevate to this point of seeing with the 

eye of vision, will cry because it is so beautiful, it's such a firework of souls, with so 

many different colors, beauties, that man ask himself one question, that is, why have I 

been blind to this. Would you like to see these gorgeous beautiful lights shining like a 

star, or the painful life of physical existence.  

 

Then you might understand what we suffer with on this planet, when we know the 

beauty on the other side. We are aware of totality, but to bring mankind to 

understanding of the level of U, we accept such a burden. I have shown these shining 

lights,  (2:34). as a shooting star for man to see through the vision of the soul, not 

through the dimension of vision through physicality, and collectively man decides if he 

has seen the light to the dimension of the soul, vision of the soul, or vision of the 

physicality. If you see the light in dimension of physicality, it means you have not 

matured enough but you could be on the path, because now you see what I wanted you 

to see with the eye of physicality, and then I can show you the beauty of the firework in 

the dimension of the STM.  

 

In so many ways, mankind has trapped himself to dimension of STP, due to his lack of 

trust in himself and trust in the strength of the STM. One day with the coming time 

mankind will mature to this, but it won't happen all at the same time, it's as according to 

the time and the place and the strength of the soul. Maybe, maybe many of you will 

understand soon. ??? the Day of judgment, In so many ways, is the day when you'll be 

able to see the beauty of the firework, that you judge, that do I want to stay in the 

dimension of physicality and suffer so much in that dimension, or choose the path to the 

light, to the stars, to the dimension of the U Community, and lights of the U, then 

everyday is a Day of judgment.  (2:36). Because you have to stay correct, every action 

will be the same, that's why I always said, when you ask and are given, that part goes 

away, because it is given for you to see the beauty, and with it you give love back, that 

it allows for the lights to shine. In that process .. the soul of Vision becomes the soul of 

Life, the existence of life, and nothing else. In essence mankind has to learn to see, what 

I call ?? 2 visions, at the strength of the soul, and the strength of the STP, or in the 



dimension of the soul, which is the physical dimension, its own strength, not at the 

strength of .. physical body.  

 

When you move into the dimension of the vision of the soul, you shall see every 

creature, and creation, and entity in the U, because that is where is sits. When you sit 

with the dimension of physicality, the vision is limited to the horizon. In the dimension 

of .. the vision of the soul, there is no horizon. It's from eternity to eternity, all shall be 

seen, and all shall be open to all to see. Now you understand why one of the 

Commandments, They Shall Not Lie, and this is what Moses kept away, as it has been 

in the 24, what we call, messages. Because if he would have said to people, they all 

would have known that he is lying in what he brought as part of the messages, and he 

hasn't given the lot.  (2:38). and he had to abide by it.  

 

The soul of vision in the dimension of emotion of Vision, is one of the sacrosanct 

cornerstones of the creation. You see part when it is filtered to the strength of the man, 

we call it a dream. And sometimes even when you are in a physical time, you start 

seeing things, and feeling emotion, and what do you say, "I was daydreaming." No, in 

fact, you have been present communication between your soul and the others, and you 

are witness to it, life, but you have never understood this.  

 

In so many ways, mankind will go through this process very rapidly in the coming time, 

especially when we said, all the souls reach to that point of elevation. Now maybe you 

understand the difference between the vision of the man, and the vision of the STM. 

Where in the dimension of vision of the soul, we see every presence of every entity, 

which we have connection to, which is the totality of the creation, even the Creator.  

 

In the dimension of physicality we can only see what has been allowed for us to see in 

the spectrum of the strength of the AA of the man,  … which is the cage to his vision. Is 

a narrow point, is a goggle you wear,  (2:40). and you only see that peeping hole, and 

nothing more what happens around it. With the teaching of the soul, and the vision of 

the soul we allow you to take this goggle out, or this restriction out, and see the totality 

through the vision of the STM. Maybe now we understand more, and it is part of the 

visions which will come and we'll see more and more will be taught, and then we have 

to understand, then we have to mature into the time and place, and the space. Maybe 

mankind in time, when he understands these, the new emotions, which is open to it, will 

understand it can manifest itself, anywhere, any point, any position, with the 

knowledge, and be seen, any position in the U. Then maybe one day you'll understand 

when we say, we manifest Christ, and other prophets of God to the vision of man. As 

their soul decides to manifest, and the man is prepared to see the truth. It's your soul 

who decides to see, not for us to manifest.  

 

The vision, what we call, the emotion of the vision, reaches the point that you make 

access to see, and to be seen.  (2:42). Then you choose at that level, if you achieve, 

reach the point of maturity at that soul, that soul is visible to you, and no more. I hope 

the words not only understood by the ears and the brain of the man, but is heard through 

the STM too, and that he matures to new levels, and enlightens the others to be able 

to see. But for that, as we prepare, we have to wait till March. And if, if that 

position takes place. All depends on a lot to be taken place from now on till then. It 

has to be pure, and it has to be one direction, as a giver, and one love, and one 

care. This is as I repeat, it takes only one soul to mature, not only the souls on this 



planet, but throughout the U for all to be equal and the same. And that soul is about to 

come. It's not a Day of Judgment, it's the birth of new life for the U, and understanding 

the totality of it, with love and care. And in so many ways, a new vision, is on the 

horizon of understanding the Knowledge of the Universe, for all to be equal, in all 

essence of creation. we have collected from every fields of every creation for that point 

to come, that collectively creates, and is in contact,  (2:44). and is part of totality of all 

the Unicose, and not only this planet and this U. In essence we have collected the 

totality of the fields of the Creator, and with it we shall create a new creation. It 

will be adored and respected by all who have been created and will be created. That 

will be the time when we all shall see the same, one beauty and one light and the source 

and essence of the creation, that we all connect to, and that what we call the soul of the 

creation.  

Any questions. 

 

Baby Girl Born During Teaching - Helped with Gans 

 

R: I have some news from Youtube .. birth of a new soul. …  I would like to inform you 

that at this moment,  my wife and I are in the hospital for the birth of our daughter, 

Maitea …   (2:46).  .. Maitea comes form Basque origin, it's a female name .. meaning 

love. So congratulations. you have been speaking of this, and it already manifests it.   ..  

 

The Soul to be Created will be Loved by all  

 

K- The soul to be created will be loved by all, and it's time for it to come, is appointed, 

and it's the creation of the soul, which leads to creation of the physicality of the totality. 

I shall be servant to it. As I serve to be present. Mankind will soon understand.  

 

WL-  .. I think understand why they say the eye is the window of the soul. … we 

practiced to look into peoples eyes..  I can recognize what their relationship to my past 

lives.  (2:48). What is the emotion they carry, and when I received that I was crying, 

especially for one case, I was crying to die, and that is a very amazing experience when 

you can feel that. I think I understand what you said .. emotion of Vision because of that 

time you really feel that.  Because I look at a lady and came out an image of a bull, and 

I remember like I am a farmer, and the bull is helping me to dig the land .. it's like the 

bull contribute his whole life to me, .. when he was old we killed him, and I see he is 

crying … and then he left me his skin to keep me warm .. and we eat his meat, I feel so 

much sorry for killing him. Then he told me, my love, I love you, then at that time I can 

feel the love form all the identities.  .. everything form the U, then I believe that I was 

being loved by the U, by everything. they just give everything for me to be existence.  

(2:50). Also during that time I can feel somebody is like my mom,  past life lovers, I can 

feel different things,    I can feel solder left home, but son never came back. I can feel 

the pain, the love, everything, it is really an amazing experience. to really feel . I am not 

sure, I think this is what you mentioned, vision of soul?  

 

K- In a way, do we look to the eye, just to see the beauty of it, or do we look into the 

eye to see the soul. And what I hide for the soul not to be seen. In so many ways, we 

choose not to see, but it is all there to be seen.  

WL: Yes, actually, you know, I can speak that funny light language,   (2:52). but 

sometimes when I find people can understand, they translate, and then I can understand, 

oh, that has come out from my soul. Sometimes I can feel, oh no that is not what I 



wanted to talk, but when I listen carefully, maybe that is the real come out from my 

soul. So then I can understand the emotional physical soul has different then our soul 

feeling.  So how we can coherent , people always struggling .. the feeling of your ego 

want, this is your  soul want. .. how we can coherent with our soul and STP?  

K- Yeah, but the point is we put. You see we share but we need to understand, that we 

got to start maturing to the point to see it through both points, the eye of the man, and 

the eye of the soul, through the same peeping hole, and recognize each at the same time, 

not to interfere, not to cause hurt, loss to the other.  (2:54).  

 

With out presence we bring the maturity of the STM  

In so many ways, mankind is entering a chapter of .. evolution of life, that up to now he 

has evolved in the dimension of physicality. With our presence, we open, what we 

call evolution and maturity of the STM, that now it is time for man to understand 

maturity of his soul, and bringing the 2 together, that it lives as one. In so many 

ways, life has to exist in both dimensions of the physicality and soul, and both respected 

by both, then the man and any creature will be matured. Time and space.  

Any other question  

 

Q: Is this living in transparency in the soul condition a major point of resistance for the 

physicality since we are so accustomed to being able to hide our thoughts and 

emotions?    (2:56). repeats …  

K- Why do we need to hide? If we are proud of what and who we are?  

R: this seems to be what we are moving towards in our society …  you can't really hide 

if people are telepathic ..     (2:58).  ..  

K- .. we have a beautiful saying in Farsi, I laugh for you not to see my sorrows. In so 

many ways, we choose to see through the eye of physicality because we can't stand the 

pain of how beautiful is the other side. And we don't need to die to see the other side, if 

you mature to the reality we can live in both, and see both, and then at the same time 

when we see the STP is getting weaker that it can lead to its demise, we open a channel 

through the STM to feed it, keep it, to nourish it. And in that process there is a very big 

question. That is are we ready to see through the eye of the man, both , or in fact, do we 

see both, but we choose only to see or to recognize the eye of physicality. And if .. you 

mature enough to the level that some do, you see both at the same time.  (3:00).   

R-  .. emotion of Presence  ..      when the physicality was off or in the stand-by 

condition, how does that relate to the emotion of Vision? Is that when the physicality is 

on stand-by  ? 

K- No, no, go and read it, or say what you just said.  

R: the emotion of presence occurs when the physicality is off or stand-by   

K- In a way, the emotion of the Presence in the soul level, or understanding the U level, 

is when the vision agrees that it is safe for it to manifest, to be present. I cannot just 

appear and end up in the ocean and drown myself. I have to see if it is the right place for 

me to manifest myself, to be present. And you are blind to it, you will not see it, you go 

on a stand-by because the vision has not confirmed the safety, the confirmation of no 

damage, not to me, but to the others.   (3:02). And this is part of what we try to explain. 

In so many ways, mankind has in reality to open his eyes to the true vision of the soul, 

and vision of the man in a physical dimension. .. it's like you are in a plane and you fly, 

you have an inside environment you have to watch, and you are floating in the 

environment outside you have to monitor what is happening outside, and make decision 

what happens. Inside the cabin you just see the walls and the chairs, outside you see the 

whole of the planet, and this how the STM both in the vision, the physicality, and in .. 



dimension of the soul is. You see a bigger view, we see a bigger picture and we interact 

with what is going outside, it doesn't matter we are a small plane flying. But our 

position is dictated by what is available outside, and we dictate our position inside, how 

we will react inside. But the 2 coexist, and from outside someone looking they see a 

plane, and if they look closer, they see you inside the plane. The physicality of it. This is 

the beauty of the creation, but mankind has become very narrow minded .. and it is just,  

(3:04). for whatever reason has decided only to see through the peep hole of physicality, 

or the dimension (D) of the strength of the physical life, where from the beginning he 

was aware of the both.  

Any other question? 

 

Q:  .. whether we know plasma T is a crutch to raise the soul or do we have other beliefs 

to rise? .. Like people use plasma for Covid but they don't understand what this T is?  

(3:06).  

 

Q: there was a shock wave going through the Australian army as many war crimes by 

the Australian soldiers in Afghanistan have been revealed. The generals are saying only 

been done by a few rogue individuals … 

 

K- Every time it's in public, it's a few, but the leaders are there who have given it. Even 

we see the same thing today in many aspects. If the world leaders, won't allow injustice 

to happen the world will change, because correct elected peoples will    to the position  

.. 

we see it today. The world leaders have decided …  

(3:08). supposedly a superpower choosing a leader. the rest of the leaders can  .. till it 

was shown that a new person has shown … 

First time outside leaders confirmed .. 

 

(3:10). In essence we should have no solders to abuse .. and this is about to come about. 

We have seen a lot of changes ..  

 

One of the ways is total and absolute disarmament.  

In Europe they know there is going to be an uprising against the injections they are 

trying to force on the population.  (3:12). We have seen, we observe, militaries from one 

nation are moving to another, to be detached from when you shoot, .. when you drag 

them out of their houses, because you don't understand the language. This is primarily 

in that position.  

 

Now we have seen the report of militaries moving at night when they can't be seen. . 

 

Any other question (3:14).  

 

Q: .. The F1 created out of 3 components.   

K- the collective sharing of the common denominator and totality of the fields, leads to 

creation of F1, and once F1 takes hold, it will become the supplier to all, that all stays 

equal. and this is one fo the reasons that every object in the U is more or less, spherical 

shape. To be able to cover in all dimensions. if you take a square shape or whatever, you 

have leftovers. but the spherical is ??   .. we put everything together to make a 

headquarters for that headquarters to run all of us equal. And that's how F1 is, when it is 

created out of, and at the same time when it has a common denominator with everyone 



it covers everyone to be within, in that  ?? common denominator strength. Every cell in 

the body has a common denominator,  (3:16). that wants to be part of, doesn’t want to 

be part of your cell of the body  my cell of the body, because it fits into the structure of 

the strength of the soul which I carry, which they put together to create me, for me to 

carry, to put ?? to them. .. we all put a chip in to create an army that it protects all of us. 

That army what we call in the center field force that everybody is put in, all the cells, 

and then in that process, if you go from let’s say, highest level after F1, which is     field 

strength, to the matter state you all still receive and have a connection to that common 

denominator till you arrive there, what you call the transition.  

Any other question.  

 

K- How successful is your teaching in private teaching … 

Q: we are trying all efforts to make it not a one man show …  (3:18).   

 

K- Thank you  

We were discussing.. maybe the solution is this part of your private teaching, will 

become part of the Wiki teaching. that everyone has access to, but still kept in separate 

section. As you teach we add into Wiki …  

Q:  

K-  

Any other or shall we call it a day.  (3:20).  

Q: I am a master butcher, and I am trying to bring back the reverence and respect for the 

animal during slaughter. What can I do to help facilitate this  .. I would like to 

implement plasma water but not sure ? 

K- .. in the Islamic and Jewish world they slaughter with a prayer, that it gives blessing 

to the soul. In so many ways, now it's just a recording, just a noise, because the truth 

about the reality of slaughtering, or taking a life is thanking for the gift of life it gives. 

And it has never been understood. In the western slaughter, or Middle eastern slaughter 

houses it's just a tape playing, bla, bla ..  but it has lost its essence, which in fact is to 

give from our soul to the soul of the animal, and make the passage of life, less painful, 

or  .. acceptable, to extend,  (3:22). if it can be accepted. In so many ways, willingness 

to give is different then taking without willing.  … do we need to go to this extent as we 

do, can we provide structure in the essence of the emotion to be at peace, till mankind 

learns not to consume others. Maybe one way is to allow the animal to have a time, with 

being able to be given the chance to elevate his soul, and for both to understand the time 

and the position. And understanding how and what it means to take life, and I am there 

ready to give life. This what you say, has been one of my biggest dilemma from 

childhood. I was brought up by a Moslem family surrounding. And even my mother 

who was from a Jewish background came to it, this slaughtering of the animals when 

you bought a new car, moved to a new house, or something was done as normal. Many 

times as a child I looked at this and thought, why do we have the right to do this? Who 

gives us the right to do this?  (3:24). In so many ways, until you haven't seen it and 

understood the emotion of life, it is very hard to explain if you are the butcher or the 

observer of it. We don't see it, we get it cut on the plate, cut in pieces, or chicken or 

whatever,  .. but the process is something I could never understand, and I said many 

times ..  

 

The only way is to elevate the soul of the animal that it finds the path to a higher order 

as it gives its life to us. But we .. do it so much that we don't think anymore. We used to 

do this when we ?? didn't believe in the soul, and we were worshipping the statues. We 



slaughtered animals to give it to gods. But this God doesn't need that. But that the 

mankind has carried on with the same process because he has ??   (3:26). Maybe with 

the new understanding and T mankind will not do that.  

 

 

 

(3:38).  

 

Q:  

Q: So every cell in the body is there to evolve. How can we support our self to evolve?  

K- What do you mean? 

Q:  it's part of what you said, half an hour ago. …  (3:40).. 

K- What does that mean, this is what we want to know.  

Q:  ..  what a joy this day will be, will resonate in peoples heart and minds. 

 

K- Thank you very much for today. As we progress to the next level of understanding, 

we try to develop a new dimension, new understanding of the work of the U. and 

hopefully in understanding we can change a lot of things without,  (3:42). trying to use 

the tool of physicality. And one day mankind will find out the power of the soul is much 

more powerful then anything man has made in the dimension of physicality. And one 

day humanity will mature enough to understand, no one can take nothing for ransom. 

Because the payment of it is much harder then trying to .. create harm and damage to a 

soul, nation, or to a race. .. I hope you see with the vision of your soul and physicality in 

equal measure that mankind finds peace.  

 

R:  255 KSW  

(3:44).  

 

END 

 


